Abstract. In Search Computing, queries act over internet resources, and combine access to standard web services with exact results and to ranked search services. Such resources often provide limited statistical information that can be used to inform static query optimization, and correlations between the values and ranks associated with different resources may only become clear at query runtime. As a result, search computing seems likely to benefit from adaptive query processing, where information obtained during query evaluation is used to change the way in which a query is executing. This chapter provides a perspective on how run-time adaptivity can be achieved in the context of Search Computing.
Introduction
In contrast to traditional data sources, such as databases and digital libraries, service-based data sources like web services and search engines are more challenging to characterize in terms of average response time, expected result size, data distribution, and similar features that are typically used to perform query planning and optimization according to consolidated techniques. A traditional optimization approach alone is therefore expected to be less effective in a setting where most data is accessed via service invocations and by means of search engines.
Nevertheless, as these data sources are central to Search Computing, it is crucial to have a query processing paradigm that is (a) sophisticated enough to compute an "off-line optimal" query plan at compile-time, and (b) flexible enough to adapt that plan at run-time, in response to deviations from the assumptions made at compile-time on the expected behaviors.
More specifically, a query execution plan embodies the decisions made at compile-time by the query optimizer that generated it. These decisions broadly consist of 1. the order of evaluation of operators, whenever alternative schedules can be considered equivalent; 2. the choice of alternative algorithms and auxiliary data structures to implement the evaluation of operators (as can be the case for different join strategies and different levels of caching); 3. the level of partitioned parallelism, so as to control if the same operation can be performed in parallel by different computational units on different data fragments; and 4. the allocation of plan fragments to available computational resources, so as to balance the computational load and avoid loss of performance due to bottlenecks.
An adaptive query processor may revise any of the above decisions at query run-time, in the light of feedback received, e.g., on actual rather than predicted selectivities, on the presence of delays and idle computational units, or on the correlation between rankings from different searches. Proposals for adaptive query processing can be classified as plan preserving, where adaptation takes place by tuning the strategy used to execute an essentially stable representation of a query, or plan changing, where adaptation changes the query plan, and thus involves stopping the execution, re-optimizing the plan, and resuming execution. Plan changing proposals, in particular, must take account of the (partial) work done at the point when re-optimization takes place.
This chapter will discuss the plan preserving and plan changing opportunities for adaptation in Search Computing. Section 2 outlines the key features of plan changing and plan preserving approaches to adaptation, and discusses how these are affected by ranked data. Section 3 outlines opportunities for plan changing adaptivity in the context of the Panta Rhei execution model, described in the previous chapter. Section 4 concludes the chapter with an outlook on future work.
Run-Time Adaptive Query Processing
This section details techniques that have been developed to exploit both plan preserving and plan changing adaptation, with specific reference to adaptation for rank-aware queries. In this section, an approach is considered to be plan preserving if the query optimizer is not invoked at query runtime to identify a new plan, and plan changing where the optimizer is invoked at query runtime to generate a plan that may then be used to complete query execution.
Plan Preserving Adaptation
Plan preserving query adaptation modifies some property of query execution at runtime in response to information about the environment in which a query is executing (e.g. machine loads) or some information about the query (e.g. operator selectivity), 
